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Abstract. The paper presents the result of research on application of Cyclic Groups in Bell 

Ringing presented. In the research work we used foreign reliable sources and materials. Cyclic 

groups are common in our everyday life. A cyclic group is a group with an element that has an 

operation applied that produces the whole set. A cyclic group could be a pattern found in nature, 

for example in a snowflake, or in a geometric pattern we draw ourselves. Cyclic groups are used 

in topics such as cryptology and number theory. In this paper we explore further applications of 

cyclic groups in Bell. 
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Method ringing, known as scientific ring-

ing, is the practice of ringing the series of 

bells as a series of permutations. A permuta-

tion f: 1, 2, ..., n → 1, 2, ..., n, where the do-

main numbers represent positions and the 

range numbers represent bells. f (1) would 

ring the bell first and bell f(n) last. The num-

ber of bells n has n! possible changes. 

 

 
Figure 1. Pain Bob Minimus Permutation 

 

The bell ringer cannot choose to ring per-

mutations in any order because some of the 

bells continue to ring up to 2 seconds. There-

fore, no bell must be rung twice in a row. 

These permutations can all be played until it 

eventually returns to the original pattern of 

bells. 

A common permutation pattern for four 

bells is the Plain Bob Minimus permutation 

(Figure 1). The Plain Bob pattern switches the 

first two bells then the second set of bells. 

They would start the bell ringing with 1234. 

The first bell would go to the second position 

and third would go to the fourth; therefore, 

the next bell combination would be 2143. The 

next bell switch would be the two middle 

bells. Therefore, the bell 2143 would turn to 

2413. The bell ringers would repeat this pat-

tern of switching the first two and second 

two, followed by switching the middle until 

about 1/3 of the way through the permuta-

tions. At the pattern 1324, we cannot switch 

the middle two. If we switched the middle 

two, we would get back to 1234. Therefore, 

the bell ringers figured out to switch the last 

two bells every 8 combinations. Then after 24 

moves (4!) we get back to the bell combina-

tion of 1234. Since we made rotations of the 

bells and generated every combination of the 

set and are now back at the beginning, we can 

say that the bell ringing pattern is cyclic. 
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Figure 2. Permutation of 4 bells 

 

 
Figure 3. Permutation of 6 bells 

 

There are other ways to cover all of the 

permutations without using the Bob Minimus 

method (Figure 2). Bob Minimus method is 

used because it is easy for bell ringers to ac-

complish because they do not have sheet mu-

sic. Another common permutation method is 

following the last bell and moving it over one 

space to the left each ring then after it is on 

the left moving it back over to the right (Fig-

ure 3). 

You can create a cyclic group with any 

number of bells. However, the more bells you 

add the longer the cycle will take. Assuming 

that each bell ring takes 2 seconds, 

Someone can complete a set of three bells 

in 12 seconds. If we have 9 bells it could take 

up to 8 days and 10 hours. 

 

 
Figure 4. Hamiltonian graph of the permutation 4 bells 

 

The bell permutations can be expressed as 

a Hamiltonian graph. A Hamiltonian path is 

an undirected or directed graph that visits 

each vertex exactly once. The Hamiltonian 

circuit can be drawn as a simple circuit that 

has a circular path back to the original vertex. 

Hamiltonian circuits for the symmetric group 

Sn mod cyclic groups Zn correspond to the 

change ringing principles on n bells. 

Conclusion 

Human minds are designed for pattern 

recognition and we can find algebraic struc-

tures in common objects and things around 

us. Cyclic groups are the simplest groups that 

have an object that can generate the whole 
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set. The object can generate the set by addi-

tion, multiplication, or rotations. Cyclic 

groups are not only common in pure mathe-

matics, but also in patterns, shapes, music, 

and chaos. Cyclic groups are an imperative 

part of number theory used with the Chinese 

remainder theorem and Fermat’s theorem. 

Knowing if a group is cyclic could help de-

termine if there can be a way to write a group 

as a simple circuit. This circuit could simplify 

the process of generation to discover the most 

efficient way to generate the object for use of 

future applications in mathematics and else-

where. As we know the human life direct and 

indirect have close relationship with mathe-

matics, here we mentioned the application of 

cyclic group in Bell Ringing which is match 

important in our life. 
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Аннотация: В статье представлен результат исследования применения циклических 

групп в колокольном звоне. В своей исследовательской работе мы использовали зарубеж-

ные достоверные источники и материалы. Циклические группы распространены в нашей 

повседневной жизни. Циклическая группа-это группа с элементом, к которому применя-

ется операция, производящая весь набор. Циклическая группа может быть узором, най-

денным в природе, например, в снежинке или в геометрическом узоре, который мы рису-

ем сами. Циклические группы используются в таких темах, как криптология и теория чи-

сел. В этой статье мы исследуем дальнейшие преложение циклических групп в колоколь-

ном звоне. 
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